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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good day and welcome to the Steel Framing Industry Association program on Evaluation Reports for the Steel Framing Industry: When are they required and how should they be used? My name is Meredith Perez and I am a Program Manager with the SFIA.



Agenda
• Welcome & 

housekeeping
• A word about SFIA
• Speaker introduction
• Presentation
• Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AGENDA SLIDEOur agenda today is pretty straight forward. We have some housekeeping, I'll say a couple words about SFIA and then introduce our speaker and let him get on with the show.



Welcome & Housekeeping

• Thank you for attending our webinar today!
• Mics are muted. Please ask any questions in the chat or Questions windows.
• A PDF of the presentation and a Certificate of Attendance will be available in 

your Steel Framing Learning Portal account after the webinar.
• Please submit your AIA number to Meredith Perez in the chat or email it to 

Meredith@steelframing.org if you wish to have your learning units recorded.
• If you are a group viewing the presentation from a single computer, please 

email Meredith for the Group AIA attendance form so we can report LUs for 
everyone who attended. Meredith@steelframing.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WELCOME & HOUSEKEEPING SLIDEMics are muted. Feel free to ask questions at any time in the chat or Questions windows that can be found in your control panel. We'll be monitoring those and at the end of today's program we’ll take any questions. Also, a PDF of the presentation slides and certificate of attendance will be available to all attendees after the webinar in your Steel Framing Learning Portal Account. Please complete the feedback survey in your learning portal account and if you wish for AIA Learning Units to be reported, include your AIA# in your survey responses. You are also welcome to provide your AIA# in the chat window now or email me. If you are attending as a group today, please let me know in the chat or email me and I will send you the Group AIA Attendance form to collect everyone’s number.

mailto:Meredith@steelframing.org
mailto:Meredith@steelframing.org


Major Programs and Services:  Tools, Information and Support

Technical Tools / Services Business PlanningMarketing / Promotion

Architectural Services SustainabilityEducational Programs

Research and Innovation Certification Advocacy

SFIA Staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SFIA ABOUT SLIDEFirst, just a quick word about the Steel Framing Industry Association. The SFIA is the organization for the cold-formed steel framing industry. We represent the entire supply chain of cold-formed steel framing, including steel mills, manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, contractors, design professionals and anybody engaged in the use of cold-formed steel framing. Cold-formed steel framing is used in the least 35% of non-residential construction across the United States. We have many programs at SFIA. One of our major ones is our code compliance certification program which provides third party assurance that studs being used by our contractor members meet the minimum code requirements. The certification program itself covers about 82% of all studs manufactured in the United States. We have market data and business planning information available and we provide marketing, educational and technical resources. Another program is our architectural services field team, which works with architectural specification writers around the country, our promotional platform for cold-formed steel framing, BuildSteel.org is where you can go for more information and ideas and our new Steel Framing Learning Portal where you can register for live webinars and complete our on-demand courses.



Introducing our Speaker!

Don Allen, P.E., S.E., LEED AP
Don Allen is Director of Technical 
Services for the Association of the Wall 
and Ceiling Industry (AWCI) has been 
involved in commercial and residential 
steel framing since 1990. As of August 1, 
2024, Don will be joining the SFIA as its 
newest Executive Director!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SPEAKER SLIDEAnd now I would like to welcome our speaker, Don Allen. Don Allen is Director of Technical Services for the Association of the Wall and Ceiling Industry (AWCI) has been involved in commercial and residential steel framing since 1990. As of August 1, 2024, Don will be joining the SFIA as its newest Executive Director!



Evaluation Reports for the 
Steel Framing Industry:

When are they required, 
and how should they be used?
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Presented by:
Don Allen P.E., S.E., LEED® A.P.
AWCI’s director of  technical services (now) allen@awci.org
SFIA’s executive director (Starting August 1) allen@steelframing.org



Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will be reported to AIA CES for AIA members. 
Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and non-AIA members are available upon 
request.

This course is registered with AIA CES for continuing professional education. As such, it does not 
include content that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by the 
AIA of any material of construction or any method or manner of handling, using, distributing, or 
dealing in any material or product.
___________________________________________
Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we start this course, there is important information for us to share.  This course is registered with AIA CES and participants will earn 1 “Learning Unit” in the “Health, Safety, Welfare” category. Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will be reported to AIA CES for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and non-AIA members are available upon request.    



We will discuss how evaluation reports and certification 
programs have been used, and when they are appropriate 
and not appropriate for steel framing products. Architects, 
engineers and building officials will learn when they should 
request evaluation reports, and contractors will learn how 
to respond when evaluation reports are requested or 
specified.

Course Description



Learning Objectives

1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how they are used in the 
wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on standard, code-approved 
framing products.

3. Identify when evaluation reports are required on nonstandard framing products.
4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes and code 

referenced documents from the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and 
ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in the evaluation report 
process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and how these reports can 
be successfully used to streamline the submittal process on nonstandard 
products. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are four learning objectives for this learning session:  Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.Know when evaluation reports are not required on standard, code-approved framing products.Identify when evaluation reports are required on nonstandard framing products.Show where standard products are listed in building codes and code referenced documents from the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in the evaluation report process.Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and how these reports can be successfully used to streamline the submittal process on nonstandard products. .



Evaluation Reports.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Evaluation reports. These  is something that all of us that have been in the construction industry for any period of time, whether you’re a manufacturer or an installer have heard of. To some people this is a type of extortion. To others it is a great way to assure, the products meet the building code. Some people think that evaluation reports are a form of quality assurance. This presentation will dispel some of the mess about evaluation reports, let attendees understand better how these reports have been used, and take a look at how these reports should be used for the steel framing industry. and the wall and ceiling industry. 



1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how 
they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on 
standard, code-approved framing products.

3. Identify when evaluation reports are required on 
nonstandard framing products.

4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes 
and code referenced documents from the American Iron 
and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in 
the evaluation report process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and 
how these reports can be successfully used to streamline 
the submittal process on nonstandard products. 

11



New Stud Widget
12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So let’s say you are a product development engineer with a manufacturer and you’ve come up with a neat new product. Maybe it’s a clip maybe it’s a joist maybe it’s an EQ stud, or maybe it’s a method of installing your products that is something that is currently not explicitly permitted in the building code. You take this great idea to your boss, show them how this could have a positive impact on the market and make him lots of or her lots of money, you get approval to do some research and testing and you go to town. You start making product prototypes, meeting with potential customers and discussing ways the product or system could work for them.  You bring in other engineers or testing services to run test to find the optimum size and shape for your product, and then talk to your manufacturing team to make sure that this is something that can be made efficiently and easily. You look at packaging you look at shipping you look at all sorts of aspects of product development and finally, you do the testing on the final product to make sure that you get good values that work for engineers that are designing buildings with your products and builders that are installing your products.  so now you have these test reports from your third-party testing agency but because it’s a proprietary product, you don’t want to publish these proprietary test results to the rest of the world who could potentially copy your product. So rather than publishing into everyone you send them off to a third-party evaluation service  Who are sworn to confidentiality and review the products for compliance. Sometimes when the product is really new or different, it’s not necessarily clear what part of the building code the product needs to comply with. Sometimes these evaluation services will make helpful suggestions as to what code compliance means for these products, but quite often they will ask you to help develop what they call acceptance criteria , so that similar products were similar processes can be a valuated to these criteria to show that they meet the code. An example of this is AC 86 and AC 46
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• Sometimes AC already exists
• Sometimes testing protocols in 

place.
• Check with ES before testing
• Review results
• Send results and $ to ES
• Let them know to what codes you 

want to show compliance.
• Possibly perform more evaluation

• Different testing
• Engineering review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes there is already an acceptance criteria in place, or the evaluation service you’re using has protocols already set up for similar products, and therefore your testing and test results need to meet those protocols. Quite often it makes a lot more sense checking with evaluation services before you do the testing of your new product, because if you don’t and your testing does not meet the evaluation criteria, you may have to do your test over again. So once you know what criteria you have to meet, run your test and send your test results and a check to your chosen evaluation service they will review your product , as some questions potentially ask for more testing, discuss this and then at some point issue you a draft report you review the report to see if it’s what you need and if so, you send your final payment and you have a report that you can publish showing that your product comply with the versions of the building code or codes that you requested the evaluation service to evaluate. yes this seems like a somewhat convoluted and conflict process, it’s my understanding that in Europe, there’s a little bit easier process, but we have found in North America that this evaluation service process does a decent job of getting products to show code compliance a little sooner than going through the building code process. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, now as a manufacturer, you have your innovative, new product, and you’re ready to send it out to the marketplace. You give it to your sales team. You create online and paper copies of load tables, some of which may already be in your evaluation report.  You make videos about your product and post them on social media. You go to trade shows and show your widget to customers. You create framing details, installation instructions, how-to videos, and get testimonials from contractors saying how great it is having this product in the marketplace. But before getting your product approved to use on jobs, you have to get it specified by architects, engineers, and specification writers. So you go visit architects and engineers to get your product in their specifications, and you bring copies of your evaluation report with you as handouts. You may even buy architects lunch and tell them funny stories so they will remember you and your product. You may have some template Language for their specifications so that they can cut and paste to incorporate in their specifications. You tell them to include in their specifications a requirement for specific evaluation reports on this type of product. This is great for new and innovative products. What has become problematic, is it this has become the norm  For ALL products, even standard products, such as the standard studs and tracks that are made and used everyday.   



IBC Scope & Purpose
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Source: 2024 International Building Code, page 5 (in front matter, before chapter 1) 

INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE

The International Building Code establishes minimum requirements for 
building systems using prescriptive and performance-related provisions. It 
is founded on broad-based principles that make possible the use of  new 
materials and new building designs. 

The IBC is a model code that provides minimum requirements to 
safeguard the public health, safety and general welfare of  the occupants of  
new and existing buildings and structures. It addresses structural strength, 
means of  egress, sanitation, adequate lighting and ventilation, accessibility, 
energy conservation and life safety in regard to new and existing buildings, 
facilities and systems.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we look at what it means to be code approved, let’s look at the reasons why there is a building code in the first place.  As you see here, the code is to establish minimum requirements for building systems to safeguard the public health, safety and general welfare. To do this, it addresses multiple aspects of building safety, including structural strength and even energy conservation. It does this in some cases with prescriptive provisions, spelling out exactly how a system is to be assembled, or performance-related provisions, stating that a system must perform to a certain minimum level, even if the way something is built is left up to the architect, engineer, or contractor. An example of a performance specification is something like the deflection limits that are found in IBC chapter 16.  An example of prescriptive requirements are like the stud-to-track gap limits in AISI S240. Xx maybe highlight or underline.



Some background: what is 
“Code Approved”?

16Source: 2024 International Building Code (IBC) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Definitions are in chapter 2 of the code.  What is the definition of “approved?”  It’s in the code!  Approved means acceptable to the building official.  And in chapter 1, the code tells us how these approved materials are to be constructed and installed: in accordance with the approval by the building official.  But where do I find the specific options for something that is not necessarily in the code?
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104.2.3 Alternative materials, design and methods 
of construction and equipment. The provisions of 
this code are not intended to prevent the 
installation of any material or to prohibit any design 
or method of construction not specifically 
prescribed by this code, provided that any such 
alternative has been approved.

104.2 Determination of Compliance. The 
building official shall have the authority to 
determine compliance with this code, to render 
interpretations of  this code and to adopt policies 
and procedures in order to clarify the application 
of  its provisions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So where are evaluation reports mentioned in the code?  Let’s look at section 104, which gives the duties and powers of the building official.  Section 104.2.3 is specific to alternative materials, design, and methods of construction.  We will see those three items – materials – design – methods of construction – multiple times, so I have underlined them here.  [read section] Note that if you see something in italics in the building code, that means it is defined in chapter 2.  So, as we noted earlier, approved is defined as acceptable to the building official. 
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104.2.3.1 Approval authority. An alternative material, design or method of 
construction shall be approved where the building official finds that the 
proposed alternative is satisfactory and complies with Sections 104.2.3 through 
104.2.3.7, as applicable.
[A] 104.2.3.2 Application and disposition. Where required, a request to use an 
alternative material, design or method of construction shall be submitted in 
writing to the building official for approval. Where the alternative material, 
design or method of construction is not approved, the building official shall 
respond in writing, stating the reasons the alternative was not approved.
[A] 104.2.3.3 Compliance with code intent. An alternative material, design or 
method of construction shall comply with the intent of the provisions of this 
code.
[A] 104.2.3.4 Equivalency criteria. An alternative material, design or method of 
construction shall, for the purpose intended, be not less than the equivalent of 
that prescribed in this code with respect to all of the following, as applicable:
1. Quality.
2. Strength.
3. Effectiveness.
4. Durability.
5. Safety, other than fire safety.
6. Fire safety.
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104.2.3.6 Reports. Supporting data, where necessary to assist in 
the approval of materials or assemblies not specifically provided for 
in this code, shall comply with Sections 104.2.3.6.1 and 104.2.3.6.2.
104.2.3.6.1 Evaluation reports. Evaluation reports shall be issued by 
an approved agency and use of the evaluation report shall require 
approval by the building official for the installation. The alternate 
material, design or method of construction and product evaluated 
shall be within the scope of the building official’s recognition of the 
approved agency. Criteria used for the evaluation shall be identified 
within the report and, where required, provided to the building 
official.
104.2.3.6.2 Other reports. Reports not complying with Section 
104.2.3.6.1 shall describe criteria, including but not limited to any 
referenced testing or analysis, used to determine compliance with 
code intent and justify code equivalence. The report shall be 
prepared by a qualified engineer, specialist, laboratory or specialty 
organization acceptable to the building official. The building official 
is authorized to require design submittals to be prepared by, and 
bear the stamp of, a registered design professional.

104.2 Determination of Compliance
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Where else are evaluation reports 
referenced in the code?



1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how 
they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on 
standard, code-approved framing products.

3. Identify when evaluation reports are required on 
nonstandard framing products.

4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes 
and code referenced documents from the American Iron 
and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in 
the evaluation report process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and 
how these reports can be successfully used to streamline 
the submittal process on nonstandard products. 

21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, now you know what the problem is, you are about to learn the solution.  Right now, you are about to learn when evaluation reports are NOT required for standard products, and where to find information about these standard products referenced in the code. 



22Source: 1973 Standard Building Code  
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Contents:
1.  Scope
2.  Definitions
3. Occupancy Classification…
…
19.  Concrete
20.  Aluminum
21.  Masonry
22.  STEEL
23.  Wood
24.  Glass
25.  Gypsum
26.  Plastic

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Xx work on verbiage for transition to next slide
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Multiple Agencies for Evaluation Reports

25

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also something called “certificates of compliance” that we will not discuss today, but in some instances Add NTA.



Evaluation Reports Not 
Required
Materials

Design &

26

Methods of  Construction



Evaluation Reports Not Required

• Design & Methods of  Construction
• Traditional

27



Evaluation Reports Not Required

• Design & Methods of  Construction
• Traditional
• Spelled out in code

28

2024 IBC           SECTION 3101—GENERAL
3101.1 Scope. The provisions of this chapter shall
govern special building construction including
membrane structures, temporary structures, pedestrian
walkways and tunnels, awnings and canopies, marquees,
signs, telecommunications and broadcast towers,
swimming pools, spas and hot tubs, automatic vehicular
gates, solar energy systems, greenhouses, relocatable
buildings and intermodal shipping containers.

IBC chapter 31: SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION



Evaluation Reports Not Required
• Design & Methods of  Construction

• Traditional
• Spelled out in code
• On approved documents sealed by a design professional

29



Evaluation Reports 
Not Required
• Materials

• Code or referenced standard, shows 
standardized properties or 
performance criteria or both for 
materials

• We will look at two types for CFS 
framing:

• Structural Members
• Nonstructural Members

30



CFS Structural Members in the IBC

• Chapter 22: STEEL

31

SECTION 2206—COLD-FORMED STEEL LIGHT-FRAME CONSTRUCTION
2206.1 Structural framing. For cold-formed steel light-frame 
construction, the design and installation of the following structural 
framing systems, including their members and connections, shall be in 
accordance with AISI S240, and Sections 2206.1.1 through 2206.1.3, as 
applicable:
1. Floor and roof systems.
2. Structural walls.
3. Shear walls, strap-braced walls and diaphragms that resist in-plane 

lateral loads.
4. Trusses.



CFS Structural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 35: REFERENCED STANDARDS

32

AISI American Iron and Steel Institute, 25 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Suite 800, Washington, DC 20001
AISI S100—16(2020) w/S2—20: North American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Members, 2016 Edition (Reaffirmed 2020), with Supplement 2, 2020 Edition

1604.3.3, 1905.7.2, 2204, 2204.2.2
AISI S202—20: Code of Standard Practice for Cold-formed Steel Structural Framing, 2020 Edition

2206.1.3.1, 2206.1.3.1
AISI S220—20: North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Nonstructural Framing, 2020 Edition

2203.1, 2206.2, 2206.3, Table 2506.2, Table 2507.2
AISI S230—2019: North American Standard for Cold-formed Steel Framing—Prescriptive Method for One 
and Two Family Dwellings, 2019 Edition

1609.1.1, 1609.1.1.1, 2204.1, 2206.1.2
AISI S240—20: North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Framing, 2020 Edition

Table 1404.5.2.1, Table 1404.5.2.2, 2206.1, 2206.1.1.1, 2206.1.3.3, 2206.3, 2212.1, 
Table 2506.2, Table 2507.2

AISI S310—20 w/S1—22: North American Standard for the Design of Profiled Steel Diaphragm Panels, 
with Supplement 1, 2022 Edition

2204.1, 2208.1
AISI S400—20: North American Standard for Seismic Design of Cold-formed Steel Structural Systems, 
2020 Edition

2204.2.1, 2204.2.2, 2206.1.1.1, 2206.1.1.2



CFS Structural Members in S240
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CFS Structural Members in S240
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CFS Structural Members in S240
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CFS Structural Members in S240

36



CFS Nonstructural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 35: REFERENCED STANDARDS

37

AISI American Iron and Steel Institute, 25 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Suite 800, Washington, DC 20001
AISI S100—16(2020) w/S2—20: North American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Members, 2016 Edition (Reaffirmed 2020), with Supplement 2, 2020 Edition

1604.3.3, 1905.7.2, 2204, 2204.2.2
AISI S202—20: Code of Standard Practice for Cold-formed Steel Structural Framing, 2020 Edition

2206.1.3.1, 2206.1.3.1
AISI S220—20: North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Nonstructural Framing, 2020 Edition

2203.1, 2206.2, 2206.3, Table 2506.2, Table 2507.2
AISI S230—2019: North American Standard for Cold-formed Steel Framing—Prescriptive Method for One 
and Two Family Dwellings, 2019 Edition

1609.1.1, 1609.1.1.1, 2204.1, 2206.1.2
AISI S240—20: North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Framing, 2020 Edition

Table 1404.5.2.1, Table 1404.5.2.2, 2206.1, 2206.1.1.1, 2206.1.3.3, 2206.3, 2212.1, 
Table 2506.2, Table 2507.2

AISI S310—20 w/S1—22: North American Standard for the Design of Profiled Steel Diaphragm Panels, 
with Supplement 1, 2022 Edition

2204.1, 2208.1
AISI S400—20: North American Standard for Seismic Design of Cold-formed Steel Structural Systems, 
2020 Edition

2204.2.1, 2204.2.2, 2206.1.1.1, 2206.1.1.2



CFS Nonstructural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 22: STEEL

38

2206.2 Nonstructural members. For cold-formed steel 
light-frame construction, the design and installation of 
nonstructural members and connections shall be in 
accordance with AISI S220.

2206.3 Cutting and notching. The cutting and notching of 
holes in cold-formed steel framing members shall be in 
accordance with AISI S240 for structural members and 
AISI S220 for nonstructural members.



CFS Nonstructural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 35: REFERENCED STANDARDS

39

AISI American Iron and Steel Institute, 25 Massachusetts Avenue, NW Suite 800, Washington, DC 20001
AISI S100—16(2020) w/S2—20: North American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel 
Structural Members, 2016 Edition (Reaffirmed 2020), with Supplement 2, 2020 Edition

1604.3.3, 1905.7.2, 2204, 2204.2.2
AISI S202—20: Code of Standard Practice for Cold-formed Steel Structural Framing, 2020 Edition

2206.1.3.1, 2206.1.3.1
AISI S220—20: North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Nonstructural Framing, 2020 Edition

2203.1, 2206.2, 2206.3, Table 2506.2, Table 2507.2
AISI S230—2019: North American Standard for Cold-formed Steel Framing—Prescriptive Method for One 
and Two Family Dwellings, 2019 Edition

1609.1.1, 1609.1.1.1, 2204.1, 2206.1.2
AISI S240—20: North American Standard for Cold-Formed Steel Structural Framing, 2020 Edition

Table 1404.5.2.1, Table 1404.5.2.2, 2206.1, 2206.1.1.1, 2206.1.3.3, 2206.3, 2212.1, 
Table 2506.2, Table 2507.2

AISI S310—20 w/S1—22: North American Standard for the Design of Profiled Steel Diaphragm Panels, 
with Supplement 1, 2022 Edition

2204.1, 2208.1
AISI S400—20: North American Standard for Seismic Design of Cold-formed Steel Structural Systems, 
2020 Edition

2204.2.1, 2204.2.2, 2206.1.1.1, 2206.1.1.2



CFS Nonstructural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 25: GYPSUM & PLASTER

40

2506.2 Standards. Gypsum panel products shall conform to the appropriate 
standards listed in Table 2506.2 and Chapter 35 and, where required for fire 
protection, shall conform to the provisions of Chapter 7.



CFS Nonstructural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 25: GYPSUM & PLASTER

41

2507.2 Standards. Lathing and plastering materials shall conform to the 
standards listed in Table 2507.2 and Chapter 35 and, where required for fire 
protection, shall conform to the provisions of Chapter 7.



CFS Nonstructural Members in the IBC
• Chapter 25: GYPSUM & PLASTER

42

2508.1 General. Gypsum panel products and gypsum plaster construction shall be of the materials 
listed in Tables 2506.2 and 2507.2. These materials shall be assembled and installed in compliance 
with the appropriate standards listed in Tables 2508.1 and 2511.1.1 and Chapter 35.

ASTM C754, Standard Specification for Installation of  
Steel Framing Members to Receive Screw-Attached 
Gypsum Panel Products, references both AISI S220 and 
ASTM C645 for nonstructural members. 



CFS Nonstructural Members in ASTM 

43

Figure 1 & Table 1 from ASTM C645.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Xx table of contents, sim to structural



CFS Nonstructural Members in S220
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Xx table of contents, sim to structural



Letter Templates
45



1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how 
they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on 
standard, code-approved framing products.

3. Identify when evaluation reports are required on 
nonstandard framing products.

4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes 
and code referenced documents from the American Iron 
and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in 
the evaluation report process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and 
how these reports can be successfully used to streamline 
the submittal process on nonstandard products. 

46



Reports Required:
• Configuration does not meet minimums in S220 or S240

47



Reports required: Clips
and Accessories
• Only for products that 

cannot be calculated in 
accordance with AISI 
S100 or one of  the other 
code-referenced design or 
test standards. 
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1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how 
they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on 
standard, code-approved framing products.

3. Identify when evaluation reports are required on 
nonstandard framing products.

4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes 
and code referenced documents from the American Iron 
and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in 
the evaluation report process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and 
how these reports can be successfully used to streamline 
the submittal process on nonstandard products. 

49



What values do evaluation 
services provide?

• Show compliance to multiple 
requirements for multiple jurisdictions

• City of Los Angeles
• Florida HVHZ
• Other local and international codes
• Old and new codes

• Bridge between product development 
and acceptance in code. Examples:

• Powder actuated fasteners
• Cross-laminated timber (CLT) 

50

• Marketing
• To architects, engineers
• To customers

• Helps product development
• Understand code requirements
• Understand nuances between 

different code versions and 
interpretations

• Other?



1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how 
they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on 
standard, code-approved framing productsIdentify when 
evaluation reports are required on nonstandard framing 
products.

3. .
4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes 

and code referenced documents from the American Iron 
and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in 
the evaluation report process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and 
how these reports can be successfully used to streamline 
the submittal process on nonstandard products. 
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Multiple Agencies for Evaluation Reports
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also something called “certificates of compliance” that we will not discuss today, but in some instances Add NTA.



Certification Bodies

• Companies that issue 
evaluation reports demonstrate 
their competence by obtaining 
accreditation to ISO/IEC 
17065: “minimum requirements 
for bodies certifying products, 
processes, and services”

• Agencies accredited to 
ISO/IEC 17065 are referred to 
as certification bodies.”
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Where have others in the CFS industry gone 
for evaluation reports?
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Where have others in the CFS industry gone 
for evaluation reports?
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1. Understand what code evaluation reports are, and how 
they are used in the wall/ceiling/framing industry.

2. Know when evaluation reports are not required on 
standard, code-approved framing products.

3. Identify when evaluation reports are required on 
nonstandard framing products.

4. Show where standard products are listed in building codes 
and code referenced documents from the American Iron 
and Steel Institute (AISI) and ASTM International. 

5. Understand the role of 3rd party certification programs in 
the evaluation report process.

6. Discern what companies provide evaluation reports, and 
how these reports can be successfully used to streamline 
the submittal process on nonstandard products. 
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This concludes The American Institute of 
Architects Continuing Education Systems Course

WWW.STEELFRAMING.ORG

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This concludes the formal portion of this course.  Do you have any questions?  Thank you for your time.  Please keep my contact information and feel free to contact me.



Evaluation Reports for the 
Steel Framing Industry:

When are they required, 
and how should they be used?
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Presented by:
Don Allen P.E., S.E., LEED® A.P.
706-469-4610 (cell)
AWCI’s director of  technical services (now) allen@awci.org
SFIA’s executive director (Starting August 1) allen@steelframing.org
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